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Notes 1: Identify Sentences Notes 1: Identify Sentences 
 

I. Ways to identify a sentence. 

1. Begins with a capital letter and ends with a period. 

2. A group of words with a subject and a verb that makes a complete thought. 

 There are 8 parts of speech 

__N__1.      nouns: persons, places, things – boy, hospital, bottle, love, freedom 

__PN_2.      pronouns: pro=replace (replaces the noun) she/her/he/him/it/they/them 

___V_3.      verbs: running=not verb / run=verb / are running=helping verb(are)+main verb(run) 

ADV_4.      adverbs: softly / fully / hardly / fearlessly / quickly (LY) / there / here  / yesterday 

           = when, where (at the park / , why, how 

adj __5.      adjectives: black / old / young / proud = describe nouns:  

= which kind/type?   How many? Whose? 

__c___6.      conjunctions: 7 = FAN – BOY - S = for / and / nor / but / or / yet / so 

__int _7.      interjections: express emotional reactions: wow / no / yes / please / ouch / hey /  

_prep_8.      prepositions: on / under / after / over / in / at / below /  

ADV phrase prepositions 

when / where / why / how 

 adj phrase prepositions 

On the clouds 

Between two buildings 

Over the moon 

At 

Beyond 

Near 

Into 

Behind 

Around  

Above  

 Of – Two of the children were sick. 

With –With whom am I speaking? 

           The child with the red hat was crying. 

Without -  I did it without a thought. 

Between  - Between you and me this is easy. 

 

Practice for Quiz on Thursday, August 31, 2017: 

BOX the ADV phrase and put a line through the adj phrase 

1. I found a wallet in the park. 

2. Several of the dogs were barking. 

3. None of the students forgot their books. 

4. I live around the corner. 

5. Sue Austin found freedom in a wheelchair. 
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  II. Verbs 

1.      Action 

a.       Eat, play, jump 

2.      Mental 

a.       Believe, dream, think, feel 

3.      Miscellaneous 

a.       Have 

  

     The Verb Test 

1.      If the word does not end in “s” put I or THEY in front of the word to check if the 

combination makes sense. 

a.       I / They __(word not ending with “s”)__       

EX: I eat. (eat IS a verb)    //    They sleep. (sleep IS a verb)  

They quickly. (quickly IS NOT a verb) 

2.      If the word ends in “s” put  SHE or HE  in front of the word. 

a.       She / He __ (word ending in “s”)__  

EX: She plays. (plays IS a verb)    //    He desks. (desks IS NOT a verb) 

 

III. Nouns: a word that names 

1.      Proper nouns 

a.      Are always capitalized 

b.      Names of places or people. 

2.      Common nouns 

a.      Not capitalized. 

b.      Noun test: place “the” in front of the noun.  The __(common noun)__ 

EX: the car (car IS a noun) // the frequently (frequently IS NOT a noun) 

                  

 IV. Adverbs 

             Answers 

1.      When 

2.      Where 

3.      Why 

4.      How 

 


